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Saturday, November 2, 2002

Study: Drought affects purity of wells

More bacteria found in water in dry times

By Dan Shapley
Poughkeepsie Journal

While recent rains have recharged groundwater supplies in Dutchess
County, a preliminary study completed this week shows many wells 
had bacterial contamination during the dry times.

The Dutchess County Water & Wastewater Authority began a study 
this spring of the groundwater that supplies drinking water for about 
two-thirds of county residents.

The study's goals include identifying at what point water quantity or 
quality problems result from dry weather, so officials can notify the 
public of future potential problems.

Water samples testing positive for E. coli bacteria contamination rose 
steadily from mid-August to mid-October, reaching a peak of more 
than 10 percent, said Russell Urban-Mead, a hydro-geologist for the 
Chazen Companies and the study's project manager.

Coliform tests positive

Through much of that time, another 20 to 30 percent of the samples 
tested positive for coliform, a mostly harmless set of bacteria used to 
indicate that fecal contamination is present.

Smith Laboratory in Hyde Park tested between 40 and 60 samples a 
week during that time.

When rain is scarce, bacteria from septic systems is more likely to 
contaminate wells because groundwater isn't present to dilute it, 
Urban-Mead said.

Health officials generally recommend testing wells for bacteria once a 
year.

Maurya Baczek's Hyde Park home has had trouble drawing enough 
water in the past, but it flowed evenly this summer. She said she never 
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had her well tested for bacteria because she wasn't aware it could have 
been a problem. Still, she is happy a municipal water system is on the 
way.

''They're digging the pipeline as we speak,'' Baczek said. ''It is a relief.''

Urban-Mead cautioned that the preliminary results may be more 
alarming than necessary.

The samples of water tested at the lab include both those from real 
estate sales -- a relatively random sampling -- and those from 
homeowners who chose to have their wells tested, a set that could 
reasonably be expected to show contamination more frequently 
because the owners may have suspected a problem.

In other words, the results don't mean that one in 10 county wells was 
contaminated with bacteria.

''If your leech field and your well are close together or you have very 
granular soil ... those are greater risks than someone who has a septic 
separated from a well by 600 feet,'' Urban-Mead said, noting low levels
of E. coli generally don't pose a severe health risk in healthy people.

The results are also significant because they show not all rains are 
equal when it comes to alleviating drought conditions.

Sept. storms little help

Two rainstorms in September that each dropped more than an inch of 
rain on the region did little to recharge aquifers, and bacteria continued 
to be a problem, Urban-Mead said.

But two rainstorms in October had an immediate impact on 
groundwater -- and correlated directly to a decrease in the number of 
water samples that tested positive for bacterial contamination.

''Although the rainfall volume was as good as the later rains, the first 
two rains were torrential and fell on dry soil, probably running off 
quickly,'' Urban-Mead said. ''The second two rainfalls fell on already 
wetted soil and the rainfall was more gentle and long.''

While the rain has led some towns -- most recently LaGrange -- to roll 
back water-use restrictions, some still have restrictions.

''We are still dry,'' Tivoli mayor Marc Molinaro said. Tivoli typically 
suffers first and longest among Dutchess County municipalities from 
dry spells.

Two new wells to be ready to pump in about two weeks should double 
the village's water supply.

Beacon resident Elizabeth Segarra said drought restrictions didn't 
effect her household. She doesn't have a garden, and she is careful in 
other ways.
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''Oh yes,'' she said. ''I save water.''

Where to call: The Dutchess County Water & Wastewater Authority
is seeking people who own wells that aren't in use for their study,
particularly in southern, central and eastern Dutchess. If you have a
well to volunteer, call Russell Urban-Mead at (845) 454-3980.
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